3. Original Description: Vol. Page. Where Recorded:

4. Description of Corners: POST

5. Investigation Notes:

"Found original post marked 4 S21 on W and 4 S22 on E side. Still standing in rock mound.

The old bearing tree stumps are in their proper bearing and distances but all scribing is rusted away."

6. Signed: L. Whitney Title: Surveyor 5-22-61

7. Photo Identification

   Photo No. _______________________
   Ident. By: _______________________

8. Plane Coordinate Position Data
   State: _______________________
   Zone: _______________________
   Estab. By: _______________________
   Field Book No. _______________________
   Where Filed: _______________________

9. Evaluation
   Authentic: ________________
   Needs Verif. ________________
   Monument: ________________
   Re-estab. ________________
   Survey: ________________
   End Status: ________________

10. Monumentation Record

   The original post was in good enough state of preservation to reuse as corner post with a rock mound at its base.

   Accessories: new BTS

   1/2 in. 577' W 3' ft. mid. 4 S21 BT
   1/4 in. 77° E 3' ft. mid 4 S22 BT

11. Set By: _______________________
   Title: _______________________

12. Recorded By: (Agency) Volume Page

13. License Agency
   License: _______________________
   Agency: _______________________
   Date: _______________________

14. Remarks:

   Directed by Deputy Surveyor M. Whitney

   Witnessed by Bernie Thelen
   5-11-61 1961